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Roton entanglement in quenched dipolar Bose-Einstein condensates
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Seoul National University, Department of Physics and Astronomy,
Center for Theoretical Physics, Seoul 08826, Korea
We study quasi-two-dimensional dipolar Bose-Einstein condensates, in which the Bogoliubov exci-
tation spectrum displays, at sufficiently large gas density, a deep roton minimum due to the spatially
anisotropic behavior of the dipolar two-body potential. A rapid quench, performed on the speed of
sound of excitations propagating on the condensate background, leads to the dynamical Casimir ef-
fect, which can be characterized by measuring the density-density correlation function. It is shown,
for both zero and finite initial temperatures, that the continuous-variable bipartite quantum state
of the created quasiparticle pairs with opposite momenta, resulting from the quench, displays an
enhanced potential for the presence of entanglement (represented by nonseparable and steerable
quasiparticle states), when compared to a gas with solely repulsive contact interactions. Steer-
able quasiparticle pairs contain momenta from close to the roton, and hence quantum correlations
significantly increase in the presence of a deep roton minimum.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum field theory predicts that pairs of correlated
particles are created from the vacuum when the classi-
cal background rapidly varies in time [1]. This process
can take place in the expanding (or contracting) universe,
where it is coined cosmological particle production [2, 3],
and occurs analogously in the dynamical Casimir effect
for photons generated from the electrodynamical quan-
tum vacuum in a vibrating cavity [4]. Correlated pairs of
particles are also created by the phenomenon of Hawking
radiation in the presence of an event horizon [5, 6].
The pairs produced by temporal variations of a ho-
mogeneous background consist of quanta with opposite
momenta and form (continuous-variable) bipartite quan-
tum states. Directly observing pair creation in relativis-
tic quantum field theory is notoriously difficult due to the
challenging experimental requirements for achieving siz-
able pair production rates. To render pair creation, under
rather general conditions, accessible to experiment, the
idea of quantum simulation [7] was applied to relativis-
tic quantum fields on effective curved spacetime [8, 9].
This is frequently classified under the notion of “ana-
logue gravity,” see Ref. [10] for an extensive review
and a comprehensive list of references. Several quantum
simulation experiments, in which quasiparticles propa-
gate on a rapidly changing background, leading to the
dynamical Casimir effect (or analogue cosmological par-
ticle production when the induced spacetime metric has
a cosmological form), have been proposed, e.g., in [11–
16] and experiments have been conducted, cf., e.g., [17–
20]. In the same vein, to investigate analogue event and
cosmological horizons and the associated effects, several
experiments have been proposed [21–27] and some were
realized in the lab [28–32].
We study in what follows the quantum field theoretical
phenomenon of pair creation in a quasi-two-dimensional
(quasi-2D) Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) with dipolar
interactions. Subjecting the dipolar BEC to rapid tem-
poral changes (quenches) of the condensate background,
we investigate the production of pairs of quasiparticles
and their quantum correlations. To assess, then, whether
nonseparability and steerability of quasiparticle excita-
tions are present, we employ the density-density correla-
tions created by the quench [27, 33].
Magnetic dipole-dipole interaction (DDI) dominated
condensates [34] have been realized with chromium [35],
dysprosium [36], and erbium [37] atoms, and the realiza-
tion of BECs made up of molecules with permanent elec-
tric dipoles [38] is now at the forefront of ongoing research
cf., e.g., [39, 40]. For the creation of quasiparticle pairs in
a time-dependent background, we will demonstrate that
the existence of a deep roton minimum in the excitation
spectrum [41–45] plays a dominant role. Various ramifi-
cations of the dipolar BEC roton, originally defined for
and observed in the strongly interacting superfluid he-
lium II [46, 47], have been recently experimentally inves-
tigated in ultracold dipolar quantum gases [48–51]. We
will argue below that quantum correlations, here repre-
sented by the nonseparability and steerability present in
a bipartite continuous variable system, are significantly
enhanced in the presence of a deep roton minimum, that
is, for sufficiently large densities of a DDI dominated gas.
In quantum simulation–analogue gravity language, we
study the quasiparticle production due to the dynami-
cal Casimir effect for a (in the low-momentum corner)
relativistic quantum field (the phonon). In the ultra-
cold quantum gas, the shape of the (analogue) Planck-
ian, Lorentz-invariance-breaking, large-momentum sec-
tor of the spectrum around the roton minimum is well
controlled. We exploit in what follows that the ana-
logue Planckian sector can be engineered, to explore the
2consequences for the quantum many-body state of the
quasiparticles created by a quench.
II. PAIR CREATION OF QUASIPARTICLES IN
A QUASI-2D DIPOLAR GAS
A. Scaling transformation
We consider an interacting Bose gas comprising atoms
or molecules with massm. Its Lagrangian density is given
by (~ = 1)
L = i
2
(Ψ∗∂tΨ− ∂tΨ∗Ψ)− 1
2m
|∇Ψ|2 − Vext|Ψ|2
−1
2
|Ψ|2
∫
d3R′ Vint(R−R′)|Ψ(R′)|2. (1)
In the above, R = (r, z) are spatial 3D coordinates. The
system is trapped by an external potential of the form
Vext(R, t) = mω
2
r
2/2 +mω2zz
2/2, where both ω and ωz
can in general be time-dependent. We will assume that
over the whole time evolution, the gas is strongly con-
fined in z direction, with aspect ratio κ = ωz/ω ≫ 1.
We also assume quasi-homogeneity in the plane, i.e. that
the relevant wavelengths of quasiparticle excitations are
much shorter than the inhomogeneity scale caused by the
in-plane harmonic trapping.
The two-body interaction is given by
Vint(R−R′) = gcδ3(R −R′) + Vdd(R −R′), (2)
where gc is the contact interaction coupling, and Vdd(R−
R
′) = 3gd[
(
1− 3(z − z′)2/|R−R′|2)/|R−R′|3]/4pi de-
scribes the dipolar interaction with coupling constant gd.
The dipoles are assumed to be polarized along the z-
direction by an external field. In general, gc and gd can
be time-dependent, depending on the protocol of conden-
sate expansion or contraction which is implemented, see
below. We denote by gc,0 and gd,0 their initial, t = 0,
values.
To ensure stability in the DDI dominated regime [42],
we impose that the system remains in the quasi-2D
regime during its whole temporal evolution. In z di-
rection, we thus assume that the condensate density is
a Gaussian, ρz(z) = (pi d
2
z)
−1/2 exp
[ − z2/d2z], where
dz = b(t)dz,0 with dz,0 = 1/
√
mωz,0 and b(t) the scale
factor [45]. We can then integrate out the z dependence
and obtain the effective quasi-2D interaction, which is
given by V 2Dint (r− r′) =
∫
dzdz′ Vint(R−R′)ρz(z)ρz(z′).
Under the usual scaling transformation [52, 53], laid
down in a very general form in [54], which is applicable to
BECs with both time-dependent trapping and coupling
constants, one imposes that the scaling variables x, τ ,
and ψ obey
x =
r
b(t)
, τ =
∫ t
0
dt′
b2(t′)
,
Ψ(r, t) = exp
[
i
mr2
2
∂t b
b
]
ψ(x, τ)
b
. (3)
We introduce a factor f2 = f2(t) in the following, also see
the Heisenberg Eq. (5) below. It encapsulates the effects
of time-dependent trapping frequency and coupling in the
following equation of motion for the scale factor b [45, 54]
b3∂2t b+ b
4ω2(t)
ω20
=
gc(t)
gc,0b
=
gd(t)
gd,0b
=: f2(t). (4)
Given experimentally prescribed time dependences of
trapping and couplings, the above relation determines
the scaling expansion. On the other hand, given a de-
sired scaling expansion or contraction b = b(t), to which,
e.g., the speed of sound c = c(t) time dependence is re-
lated by Eq. (19) below via f(t), one can determine the
required trapping frequencies, imposing possibly in ad-
dition a temporal dependence of the coupling constants.
Note that for the scaling approach to accurately yield the
expansion or contraction dependence of the field opera-
tor in a gas with both contact and dipolar interactions
present (i.e., for the scaling evolution to follow a symme-
try), the contact (gc) and dipole (gd) couplings are re-
quired to either have an identical time dependence, or to
both remain constant. We remark that when one of the
gc,0, gd,0 equals zero, the terms gc(t)/gc,0b or gd(t)/gd,0b,
respectively, do not appear as a constraint in the equa-
tion (4) for f2.
With the above definitions, the Heisenberg equation of
motion for the scaling field operator ψˆ(x, τ) reads
i∂τ ψˆ =
[
− 1
2m
∇2x + f2
m
2
ω20x
2
+f2
∫
d2x′ V 2Dint,0(x− x′)ψˆ†(x′)ψˆ(x′)
]
ψˆ. (5)
with ω0 = ω(t = 0) the initial trapping frequency.
The quasi-2D dipole-dipole scaling interaction
is Fourier transformed according to V 2Dint,0(k) =∫
d2xe−ik·xV 2Dint,0(x). We set the (initial) normal-
ization area of the plane to unity in the definition
of Fourier transforms and their inverse. Also, here
and in what follows k represents comoving (scaling)
momentum, as we work in the scaling frame of reference.
The Fourier transform of the interaction is obtained to
be [42]
V 2Dint,0(k) = g
eff
0
(
1− 3R
2
ζw
[
ζ√
2
])
, (6)
3where w[z] = exp[z2](1 − erf[z]) denotes the w function
and ζ = kdz,0 is a dimensionless wavenumber. Here, we
defined an effective contact coupling
geff0 =
1√
2pidz,0
(gc,0 + 2gd,0) (7)
and the dimensionless ratio
R =
√
pi/2
1 + gc,0/2gd,0
. (8)
The parameter R ranges from R = 0 if gd,0/gc,0 → 0,
to R =
√
pi/2 for gd,0/gc,0 → ∞ and expresses the rela-
tive strength of contact and dipolar interactions. In the
remainder of the paper, we put either R = 0 (contact
dominance) or R =
√
pi/2 (DDI dominance).
B. Bogoliubov-de Gennes equation
We decompose the field operator as follows,
ψˆ = ψ0(1 + φˆ),
where |ψ0(x, τ)|2 = ρ0 represents the condensate density,
and where φˆ describes the perturbations (excitations) on
top of the condensate. The Bogoliubov-de Gennes equa-
tion obeyed by the fluctuation field φˆ reads [55]
i∂τ φˆ = Hφˆ+A(φˆ+ φˆ†), (9)
in which we define two operators H, A by
H = − 1
2m
∇2
x
− 1
m
√
ρ0
(∇x√ρ0) · ∇x − ivcom · ∇x,
(10)
AF = f2
∫
d2x′ V 2Dint,0(x− x′)|ψ0(x′)|2F (x′).
where A acts by convolution on an arbitrary function
F (x). Here vcom =
1
m∇xθ0, where ψ0 =
√
ρ0e
iθ0 , de-
notes the comoving frame velocity [45].
Assuming vanishingly small comoving velocity, vcom =
0, and quasi-homogeneity, ∇x√ρ0 ≃ 0, then ρ0 and θ0
become independent of x, and we obtain
i∂τ φˆ = − 1
2m
∇2
x
φˆ
+f2ρ0
∫
d2x′ V 2Dint,0(x− x′)(φˆ(x′) + φˆ†(x′)).
(11)
In momentum space, we decompose the fluctuations into
their Fourier components, φˆ(x) = (1/
√
N)
∑
k
eik·xφˆk,
φˆk =
√
N
∫
d2xe−ik·xφˆ(x) with N being the total num-
ber of atoms in the condensate.
We then have the Fourier space Bogoliubov-de Gennes
equation
i∂τ
[
φˆk
φˆ†−k
]
=
[Hk +Ak Ak
−Ak −(Hk +Ak)
] [
φˆk
φˆ†−k
]
. (12)
Here, single-particle and interaction energy terms respec-
tively read
Hk = k
2
2m
, Ak = f2ρ0V 2Dint,0(k). (13)
To diagonalize (12), we thus apply a Bogoliubov trans-
formation with coefficients uk and vk as follows:
[
φˆk
φˆ†−k
]
=
[
uk vk
vk uk
] [
ϕˆk
ϕˆ†−k
]
, (14)
where φˆk and ϕˆk respectively represent the original fluc-
tuation operators and the Bogoliubov quasiparticle op-
erators. Also note that the bosonic algebra imposes
u2k − v2k = 1. (15)
Thereby solving the eigenproblem of (12), we obtain
uk
vk
=
√Hk ±
√Hk + 2Ak
2(H2
k
+ 2HkAk)1/4
, (16)
where where the upper and lower signs refer to uk and
vk, respectively. Then, [uk vk]
T is the eigenvector with
eigenvalue
√
H2
k
+ 2HkAk, and [vk uk]T is the eigenvec-
tor with eigenvalue −√H2
k
+ 2HkAk.
In general, the excitation frequencies are scaling time
dependent, and Eq. (12) yields
i∂τ
[
ϕˆk
ϕˆ†−k
]
=
[
ωk +i∂τωk/2ωk
+i∂τωk/2ωk −ωk
] [
ϕˆk
ϕˆ†−k
]
, (17)
where the excitation spectrum is given by
ωk(τ) =
√
H2
k
+ 2HkAk(τ). (18)
Here, we introduce the parameter,
c(τ) = f(τ)
√
geff0 ρ0/m = f(τ)c0, (19)
which is the (scaling time dependent) speed of sound. It
is the slope of the linear, low-k part of the dispersion
relation (18). We may also define, in addition to R in
(8), another dimensionless parameter
A =
mc20
ωz,0
=
geff0 ρ0
ωz,0
, (20)
representing an effective chemical potential as measured
relative to the (initial) transverse trapping, linear in both
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Stationary state excitation spectrum.
Bogoliubov excitation energy in units of mc20, for DDI dom-
inance, R =
√
pi/2. For A > Amin = 1.249, the spec-
trum develops a roton minimum and becomes unstable for
A > Ac = 3.4454. R = 0 denotes the contact interaction case
where the Bogoliubov excitation energy, when normalized to
mc20, as here, is independent of A; ξ0 is the healing length
defined in(IIB).
the condensate density and the effective contact coupling
defined in (7).
For a stationary state f = 1 [c(τ) = c0], the healing
length is given by
ξ0 =
1
mc0
. (21)
The inverse of ξ0, kPl := 1/ξ0, is an analogue “Planck
scale.” Close to the roton minimum at kξ0 ≈ 0.9, then,
Lorentz invariance is strongly broken and a particular
variant of Planckian (k ∼ kPl) physics can be simulated
[45]. In Fig. 1, we plot the corresponding stationary state
Bogoliubov excitation energy, from which we see that
the spectrum in a strongly dipolar BEC develops a roton
minimum for sufficiently large A. The system becomes
unstable past the critical value A = Ac = 3.4454 (when
R =
√
pi/2 [42]). In the low-momentum corner, the spec-
trum is generally linear in momentum,
ωk = c0k (kξ0 ≪ 1), (22)
implying the (pseudo-)Lorentz invariance of the system
from which the effective metric concept for the propagat-
ing quantum field of phonons emerges [10].
For a stationary system, we find that the operators ϕˆk
and ϕˆ†−k decouple, and oscillate at constant frequencies
±ωk, where τ = t for the stationary case with f = b = 1
in (3),
ϕˆk(τ) = bˆk e
−iωkt, ϕˆ†−k(τ) = bˆ
†
−k e
iωkt. (23)
Here bˆk and bˆ
†
k
are, respectively, annihilation and cre-
ation operators of collective excitations with momentum
k above the stationary condensate.
C. Mode mixing
As a result of a rapid temporal change of c2, as de-
fined in (19), and which is encoded in the scale factor f
defined in (4), Eq. (17) engenders mode mixing between
the quasiparticle modes of momenta k and −k, which
entails the amplification of quantum and thermal fluctu-
ations. It is convenient to characterize the mode mixing
by introducing the coefficients αk(τ) and βk(τ) [56]:
ϕˆk(τ) =
[
αk(τ)bˆ
in
k + β
∗
k(τ)bˆ
in†
−k
]
exp
[−i ∫ τ ωk(τ ′)dτ ′] ,
ϕˆ†−k(τ) =
[
α∗k(τ)bˆ
in†
−k + βk(τ)bˆ
in
k
]
exp
[
i
∫ τ
ωk(τ
′)dτ ′
]
.
(24)
In the limit τ → −∞, bˆin
k
and bˆin†−k are defined such that
ϕˆk(τ) → bˆink e−iωkτ , ϕˆ†−k(τ) → bˆin†−keiωkτ , or equivalently,
αk → 1 and βk → 0 as τ → −∞. That is to say, the op-
erators bˆin
k
and bˆin†
k
are, respectively, the annihilation and
creation operators of collective excitations with momen-
tum k in the initial stationary state. From Eqs. (17)
and (24), we find that the evolution of the operators
ϕˆk(τ) and ϕˆ
†
−k(τ) is completely determined by αk(τ)
and βk(τ), and the corresponding evolution equations of
αk(τ) and βk(τ) are:
∂ταk = +
∂τωk
2ωk
exp
(
2i
∫ τ
ωk(τ
′)dτ ′
)
βk,
∂τβk = +
∂τωk
2ωk
exp
(
− 2i
∫ τ
ωk(τ
′)dτ ′
)
αk. (25)
Given the temporal change c2 = c2(τ), the above equa-
tions can be solved to obtain αk(τ) and βk(τ), and hence
ϕˆk(τ) and ϕˆ
†
−k(τ).
The phase factors of αk and βk in (25) determine the
phase of the oscillations of the density-density correla-
tion function (i.e., Eq. (37)) around its mean value. We
note in this regard that a typo has occurred in Eqs. (21)
and (26) of Ref. [14], where the sign “−” should be a
“+”. However, this sign has no effect on the minimal val-
ues of the density-density correlation amplitude, which is
characterizing the degree of entanglement present in the
quasiparticle state after the quench. We shall now turn
to the corresponding discussion.
III. CHARACTERIZING NONSEPARABILITY
AND STEERABILITY
After a series of identical experiments to measure the
density distribution of the gas, we can extract its mean,
as well as the fluctuations around this mean. The corre-
sponding density-density correlations [57] are related to
the quasiparticle quantum state [33]. We will proceed
5to demonstrate how to use these correlations to mea-
sure nonseparability and steerability between the cre-
ated quasiparticles with opposite momenta k and −k,
which are due to temporal variations of the condensate
background. Below, we closely follow the density-density
correlation-function based discussion of the criteria for
nonseparability and steerability previously laid down in
Refs. [14, 27].
A. The density-density correlation function
The total atom number density in the condensate is
given to linear order in the fluctuations by
ρˆ(τ,x) = ψˆ†(τ,x)ψˆ(τ,x) ≃ ρ0(1 + φˆ†(τ,x) + φˆ(τ,x)).
(26)
In a homogeneous system, the background density ρ0 is
constant, and the relative density fluctuation is
δρˆ(τ,x)
ρ0
=
ρˆ(τ,x) − ρ0
ρ0
= φˆ†(τ,x) + φˆ(τ,x). (27)
We consider in situ measurements of δρˆ(τ,x) performed
at some (scaling) measurement time τ = τm. From
the equal-time commutators [ψˆ(τ,x), ψˆ(τ,x′)] = 0 and
[ψˆ(τ,x), ψˆ†(τ,x′)] = δ(x− x′), one can easily verify that
δρˆ(τ,x) and δρˆ(τ,x′) commute with each other.
In momentum space, we express the relative density
fluctuation (27) in terms of quasiparticle operators,
δρˆk(τ)
ρ0
= φˆk(τ) + φˆ
†
−k(τ)
= (uk + vk)(ϕˆk(τ) + ϕˆ
†
−k(τ)). (28)
Note that taking the Hermitian conjugate of the oper-
ator (28) is equivalent to changing the sign of k, as a
consequence of the fact that the relative density fluctu-
ation operator in (27) is itself a Hermitian operator and
thus is an observable (the results of the corresponding
measurement are real quantities). It is straightforward
to show that this operator commutes with its Hermitian
conjugate, and thus the following correlation function is
well defined:
G2,k(τ) =
〈|δρˆk(τ)|2〉
ρ20
= (uk + vk)
2(2nk + 1 + 2ℜ[cke−2iωkτ ]), (29)
where nk = 〈bˆ†kbˆk〉 is mean occupation number, and
ck = 〈bˆkbˆ−k〉 is pair amplitude. To obtain the above
relation, the assumption nk = n−k has been made. The
second line holds when the background has reached a
stationary state, so that the frequencies ωk become time-
independent.
The mean occupation number nk determines the time-
averaged mean of G2,k(τ), while the magnitude and
phase of the correlation ck respectively determine the
magnitude and phase of the oscillations ofG2,k(τ) around
its mean value. For the zero temperature (quasiparticle
vacuum) case, i.e., nk = 0 (and hence ck = 0), in the
correlation function there is just one constant term (the
“+1”) left, which is measurable as well and encodes the
vacuum fluctuations of the quasiparticle field. This will
become of importance later on.
For a thermal initial state with the equilibrium distri-
bution 2nk + 1 = coth
(
ωk/2T
)
, the term containing ck
vanishes and the correlation function in Eq. (29) reads
G2,k =
kξ0/2√(
kξ0
2
)2
+ 1− 3R2 kξ0
√
Aw
[
kξ0√
2
√
A
] coth


kξ0
√(
kξ0
2
)2
+ 1− 3R2 kξ0
√
Aw
[
kξ0√
2
√
A
]
2T/mc20

 . (30)
In Fig. 2, we plot the thermal density-density corre-
lation function (30) of a dipolar BEC at various ini-
tial temperatures (in units of mc20), and as a function
of the nondimensionalized momentum kξ0, with fixed A
and R. We see that the density-density correlation func-
tion is strongly modified near the roton minimum of the
spectrum. In particular, when the roton minimum ap-
proaches zero (near criticality), the modification of the
density-density correlation function relative to the pure
contact case diverges.
We now discuss the high- and low-temperature lim-
its of (30) separately. When ωk/T ≪ 1, we have
2nk + 1 = coth
(
ωk/2T
) ≃ 2T/ωk + ωk/6T , so that
Eq. (30) becomes in the low-momentum (phonon) limit,
expanding to quadratic order in kξ0,
G2,k =
T
mc20
[
1 +
3
2
√
ARkξ0
]
−
[
T
mc20
(
1
4
+
3AR√
2pi
+
9AR2
4
)
− mc
2
0
12T
]
(kξ0)
2
+O((kξ0)3). (31)
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Stationary state density-density correlations for increasing temperature (from left to right). The density-
density correlation function G2,k in thermal and quasiparticle ground states. The initial temperatures are (a) T/mc
2
0 = 0,
(b) T/mc20 = 1/
√
3, and (c) T/mc20 = 1. The black solid line corresponds to contact interaction, R = 0 (A = Ac/10). DDI
dominated cases (R =
√
pi/2) are shown by the remaining curves with A specified in the insets.
For the contact interaction, i.e., R = 0 case, we repro-
duce the result of Ref. [14]. On the other hand, we see
that for finite relative strength R and density of dipoles
encapsulated in A, both R and A enter the correlation
function. For k → 0, G2,k simply approaches the dimen-
sionless temperature T/mc20; one can thus determine the
temperature of the gas by examining the low-momentum
density fluctuations.
When ωk/T ≫ 1, we have coth
(
ωk/2T
) ≃ 1, so that
Eq. (30) becomes
G2,k ≃ kξ0/2√(
kξ0
2
)2
+ 1− 3R2 kξ0
√
Aw
[
kξ0√
2
√
A
] . (32)
Again, the difference to the contact case R = 0 is mani-
fest, because the relative strength and density of dipoles
are explicitly involved via R and A, respectively. In the
high-momentum limit of free particles kξ0 ≫ 1, G2,k ap-
proaches unity, regardless of temperature and interac-
tions [58].
B. Criteria for nonseparability and steerability of
quasiparticle pairs
Pair production in a time-dependent background can
be caused by quasiparticles already present, e.g. in a
thermal state, or emerge from quasiparticle quantum vac-
uum fluctuations. The created pairs possess opposite
momenta k and −k and are correlated. To study their
correlations, we restrict ourselves to the consideration of
bipartite quantum states.
We focus on quantum correlations represented by en-
tanglement, the notion coined by Schro¨dinger in 1935
[59], which will here be represented by nonseparable and
steerable quasiparticle states. Steering, as introduced by
Schro¨dinger in the same year [60], refers to the correla-
tions that can be observed between the outcomes of mea-
surements applied on half of an entangled state (Alice)
and the resulting post-measurement states that are then
left with the other party (Bob). A criterion testing quan-
tum steering can be seen as an entanglement test where
one of the parties (Alice) performs uncharacterized mea-
surements, i.e. with a procedure not accessible (hidden
in a black box) to the other party (Bob) [61]. Steerable
entangled quantum states are a strict subset of nonsep-
arable states, and a strict superset of states exhibiting
Bell nonlocality [62–64].
Criteria to assess the degrees of correlation between the
created quasiparticles using density-density correlations
have previously been analyzed in detail in Refs. [14, 27].
Nonseparability and steerability of quasiparticle pairs are
achieved when
G2,k(τ) < G
vac
2,k = (uk + vk)
2 [Nonseparable], (33)
and
G2,k(τ) <
1
2
Gvac2,k [Steerable]. (34)
Here, Gvac2,k is the correlation due to quasiparticle vacuum
fluctuations. Whenever G2,k(τ) dips below its vacuum
value for some times, the state is necessarily nonsepa-
rable. Compared with the nonseparability condition in
(33), the criterion for steerability shown in (34) is obvi-
ously more stringent (as it should be), due to the fac-
tor of 1/2 on the right hand side, again reflecting the
fact that quasiparticle states exhibiting steering form a
subset of nonseparable states. We also note here that a
concrete experimental protocol to assess quasiparticle en-
tanglement by the covariance matrix of the quasiparticle
quadratures was proposed in Ref. [33].
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FIG. 3. (Color online) The scale factor b(t) in (36), as a func-
tion of the lab time t, showing the compression of the conden-
sate for various speed of sound quench rates a (in arbitrary
units of inverse time). Here, we take c2i /c
2
f = 1/2.
IV. DYNAMICAL CASIMIR EFFECT
A. Rapid changes of the sound speed
We now impose a time-dependent background by as-
suming that c2 = c2(τ) is of the form
c2(τ)
c2f
=
1
2
(
1 +
c2i
c2f
)
+
1
2
(
1− c
2
i
c2f
)
tanh(aτ). (35)
We choose this form of the quench of the sound speed
for a direct comparison with the results of [14], and do
indeed find that R = 0 reproduces the results of the lat-
ter reference. The above c2(τ), in particular, implies two
asymptotic values, c2i = c
2
0 and c
2
f which are obtained
when τ → −∞ and τ → ∞, respectively, and for which
the gas and thus the quasiparticle vacuum become sta-
tionary. In the examples below, we quench the system to
a larger sound speed cf > ci.
According to (4) and (19), for constant gd and gc, the
scale factor is, given a prescribed form of c2(τ) as in (35)
b(τ) =
1
f2(τ)
=
c20
c2(τ)
. (36)
The gas, for cf > ci, therefore contracts, with b(tf ) <
b(ti). We plot the scale factor b(t) with respect to the
lab time t in Fig. 3, for various quench rates a of the speed
of sound in (35).
As a consequence of the temporal change of c2, the
quasiparticle state is probed by the operators ϕˆ±k(τ)
whose equation of motion is Eq. (17). From the time de-
pendence of the excitation frequencies ωk(τ), the Bogoli-
ubov coefficients αk(τ) and βk(τ) are functions of scaling
time τ as well, satisfying the evolution equations (25).
The corresponding correlation function in the first line
of Eq. (29) becomes
G2,k(τ) = (uk(τ) + vk(τ))
2
[|αk(τ)|2 + |βk(τ)|2
+2ℜ{αk(τ)β∗k(τ)e−2iωkτ ′}](2nink + 1).
(37)
We can rewrite Eq. (37) in the form of Eq. (29), with
2nk + 1 = (|αk|2 + |βk|2)(2nink + 1),
ck = αkβ
∗
k
(2nin
k
+ 1). (38)
For adiabatic variations (a → 0 in (35)), αk and βk
do essentially not change and remain very close to 1 and
0, respectively; G2,k then varies in time only because
(uk + vk)
2 does so. However, when we are in a nona-
diabatic regime, αk and βk evolve in time, and the de-
gree of nonadiabaticity is encoded in them. We conclude
from Eq. (38) that initial thermal quasiparticle noise can
enhance quasiparticle production because the quantities
shown in (38), which occur in (29), are proportional
to the initial thermal background multiplicative factor
2nin
k
+ 1. However, let us note that while the quasiparti-
cle production is enhanced as regards their sheer number,
this happens at the expense of entanglement, since the
thermally stimulated pairs are not quantum mechanically
correlated.
With the time evolution of c2(τ) as prescribed in
Eq. (35), we obtain the time-dependent ωk(τ) in (18),
and then can solve the coupled Eqs. (25) numerically.
In Fig. 4 we show some examples of the evolution of the
quasiparticle frequencies at fixed momentum (left panel),
and the corresponding correlation function response in
Eq. (37) to this evolution (right panel). In what follows,
we will use the following definitions of healing length and
effective chemical potential, respectively:
ξf =
1
mcf
, A˜ =
mc2f
ωz,0
= A
c2f
c2i
. (39)
Note that ωz,0 is constant in the comoving frame. Hence
A˜/A = c2f/c
2
i depends on the initial and final speeds of
sound only.
The quasiparticle frequencies approach two asymp-
totics because c2(τ) approaches constants in the limits
of τ → −∞ and τ → ∞, respectively (left panel of
Fig. 4). For kξf = 1, when A˜ < 1.073, the initial fre-
quencies ωk i = limτ→−∞ ωk(τ) are smaller than the fi-
nal frequencies ωk f = limτ→∞ ωk(τ). However, when
A˜ is large (assuming DDI dominance, R =
√
pi/2), i.e.,
1.073 < A˜ ≤ 3.4454 for kξf = 1, the initial frequencies
ωk i = limτ→−∞ ωk(τ) are larger than the corresponding
final ones, ωk f = limτ→∞ ωk(τ). Therefore (a domi-
nant) DDI, together with a sufficiently high (but exper-
imentally feasible, cf. the discussion in [42]) density of
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Time-dependence of Bogoliubov excitation frequencies and density-density correlations. The Bogoliubov
excitation energy ωk (plots (a) and (c)) and the corresponding correlation function in Eq. (37) (plots (b) and (d)) for zero
temperature as a function of the parametrized time mc2fτ . Here we fix kξf := 1, c
2
i /c
2
f = 1/2. The rate of change in (35) is
taken as a/ωki = 0.3 for plots (a) and (b), and a/ωki = 1 for plots (c) and (d). The black solid curves correspond to contact
interaction, R = 0 (A˜ = 0.1). The DDI dominated case (R =
√
pi/2) with varying values of A˜, specified in the insets of (a) and
(c), is represented by the other curves.
the gas, which are parametrized by R and A˜, respec-
tively, can significantly affect the quasiparticle response
when comparing with a gas possessing only contact in-
teractions. In the presence of a (sufficiently strong) DDI,
a roton minimum appears. For increasing roton depth,
finite-momentum excitation frequencies near the roton
minimum are small; hence these modes are more sensi-
tive to temporal changes of the background.
In the two asymptotical regimes, one has a well defined
vacuum for the quasiparticles. These vacua are not nec-
essarily equivalent to each other. The vacuum defined
in the far-past region are seen as a two-mode squeezed
state from the viewpoint of the observer in the far-future
region. That is to say, although there are no quasiparti-
cles at the beginning, due to an expansion or contraction
of the condensate, excitations will be created from the
quasiparticle vacuum.
The temporal behavior of the correlation function in
Eq. (37) is strongly affected by the strength of the DDI
and the gas density (see right panel of Fig. 4). When
the variation in time of ωk is slow, i.e., when a is small,
G2,k(τ) varies smoothly for small A˜ (A˜ < 1.073 in Fig. 4).
When the change of c2 is sufficiently abrupt, the two-
point density correlation function oscillates such that it
can periodically dip below its vacuum value. For large
A˜ (A˜ > 1.073 in Fig. 4), the corresponding two-point
density correlations oscillate with larger amplitude than
for smaller A˜ (smaller chemical potential).
It is interesting to note that when kξf = 1 and
A˜ ≈ 1.073 and with DDI dominating (i.e., R =
√
pi/2),
the frequency of quasiparticles is time-independent. The
reason is that in this case the interaction energy, Ak,
shown in Eq. (13) is equal to zero, and thus the fre-
quency given in Eq. (18) is reduced to the single-particle
part Hk, which is time-independent. This, then, implies
that there are no quasiparticles created by the quench.
We thus find that the corresponding density-density cor-
relations are time-independent as well.
B. Quench production of nonseparability and
steerability
In an experiment, a measurement is performed on the
condensate at some given time τm. To study quantum
correlations between the produced quasiparticle modes,
we focus here on the variation of the correlation function
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Density-density correlations as a function of kξf at zero temperature (left) and finite temperature (right).
The measurement time is τm = 5 × (mc2f )−1. Here c2i /c2f = 1/2, and the rate of change a/ωki = 1(kξf = 3). The solid curve
corresponds to contact interaction, R = 0 (A˜ = A˜c/10). DDI dominance (R =
√
pi/2) for the other curves, with A˜ specified in
the insets of (a) and (b). The lower plots show correlation functions normalized by (uk + vk)
2, such that the nonseparability
and steerability thresholds occur at 1 (thick black line) and 1/2 (dashed thick black line), respectively.
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Varying c2f and sweep rate a for zero temperature (left) and finite temperature (right). Shown is the
variation of the normalized density-density correlation functions with kξf at fixed measurement time τm = 5 × (mc2f )−1. (a)
and (b) Larger final sound speed c2i /c
2
f = 1/8 than in Fig. 5 (a) and (b), with identical rate of change a/ωki = 1 (kξf = 3).
(c) and (d) Smaller sweep rate than in Fig. 5 (c) and (d), with identical c2i /c
2
f = 1/2, and the rate of change a/ωki = 0.05
(kξf = 3). The values of A˜ corresponding to the various curves are found in the insets of Fig. 5 (a) and (b).
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Density-density correlations as a function of kξf at zero temperature (left) and finite temperature (right).
The measurement time is τm = 5 × (mc2f )−1. Here c2i /c2f = 1/2, and the rate of change a/ωki = 1 (kξf = 3) for (a) and (b);
c2i /c
2
f = 1/8, and the rate of change a/ωki = 1 (kξf = 3) for (c) and (d). Finally, c
2
i /c
2
f = 1/2, and the rate of change
a/ωki = 0.05 (kξf = 3) for (e) and (f). The black solid curves corresponds to contact interaction, R = 0 (A˜ = A˜c/10). The
solid purple curves are for the DDI-dominated case (R =
√
pi/2) at criticality, A˜ = 3.4454. The dashed lines are envelopes.
Correlation functions are normalized by (uk + vk)
2, such that the nonseparability and steerability thresholds occur at 1 (thick
black line) and 1/2 (dashed thick black line), respectively.
with momentum kξf at fixed time τm. As an example,
we plot in Fig. 5 the variation of the correlation function
in the momentum at fixed measurement time τ = τm.
To examine nonseparability and steerability between the
produced quasiparticles, we plot the normalized correla-
tion function, i.e. the correlation function divided by its
vacuum value
G˜2,k(τ) :=
G2,k
Gvac2,k
=
G2,k
(uk + vk)2
. (40)
The nonseparability and steerability thresholds then oc-
cur according to Eqs. (33) and (34) at G˜2,k = 1 and
G˜2,k = 1/2, respectively.
The normalized density-density correlation function
periodically changes and potentially dips below unity.
When the normalized density-density correlation func-
tion is smaller than 1 for some times, the final quasiparti-
cle state is nonseparable. This implies that entanglement
is created between quasiparticles with opposite momenta
k and −k due to the nonadiabatic variation of the speed
of sound of the condensate and the excitation of the con-
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densate vacuum. Moreover, even though initial thermal
noise decreases the range of nonseparable k’s (right panel
of Fig. 5), a sufficiently dense dipolar gas close to criti-
cality still creates entanglement (comparing (d) with (c)
in Fig. 5). In particular, looking at Fig. 5(d), the mo-
mentum which renders the final quasiparticle state non-
separable, that is which satisfies the inequality (33), is
for the dipolar gas smaller than for a contact interaction
gas.
Although the sufficient condition (34) for steerability
might not be satisfied for any value of k in the final quasi-
particle state when only contact interactions are present,
a sufficiently large DDI rather generically induces a state
which does satisfy this criterion for some momenta (see
the green dotted and purple long-dashed curves in (c) of
Fig. 5). As discussed in subsection III B, steerability is
a more stringent correlation property of quantum states
than nonseparability is (however, still weaker than Bell
nonlocality). Steering implies that the state is nonsepa-
rable but not vice versa, a fact which is readily confirmed
with Figs. 5 and 6.
The time-dependent speed of sound as specified in (35)
can, for example, be adjusted by the external potential
trapping the condensate, according to the scaling equa-
tions (3) and (4). To determine how the quench rate
and final sound speed squared, c2f , affect the creation
of quasiparticle entanglement, we plot the normalized
density-density correlation functions in Fig. 6. We con-
clude that quantum steering between quasiparticles is ro-
bustly obtained whenever we are near criticality A˜ . A˜c.
In addition, we observe that an increase of c2f amplifies
the fluctuations of the normalized density-density corre-
lation functions around their mean values (comparing (a)
in Fig. 6 with (c) in Fig. 5), and induces the creation of
quasiparticle steering in a condensate with relatively low
density (A˜ < A˜min). On the other hand, smaller sweep
rates a/ωki decrease the amplitude of the fluctuations
of the normalized density-density correlation functions
(comparing (c) in Fig. 6 with (c) in Fig. 5); they also de-
crease the production of quasiparticle steering near crit-
icality, especially for the thermal case (more details are
revealed from inspecting the envelopes in Fig. 7).
After the quench, the final spectrum ωk of quasi-
particles becomes time-independent, and the factor
e−2i
∫
τ ωk(τ
′)dτ ′ in Eq. (37) is then simply e−2iωkτ . The
density-density correlation function (37) or its normal-
ized version (40) then periodically oscillates. We there-
fore can verify whether the final quasiparticles are entan-
gled by looking at the corresponding envelopes, i.e., by
determining the maximum and minimum values reached
by the density-density correlation function (40) as it os-
cillates in time. With the criteria for nonseparability and
steerability displayed in (33) and (34), respectively, the
quasiparticles are entangled or even steerable when the
lower envelope for the normalized correlations dips below
1 and 1/2, respectively.
To show the domains of nonseparability and steerabil-
ity more clearly, and make the comparison between the
contact interaction case and the DDI case more readily
accessible, in Fig. 7 we plot the envelopes for the con-
tact interaction case and the DDI case with the critical
value of A˜ = 3.4454 shown in Figs. 5 and 6. We con-
clude that, when DDI dominates, the created quasipar-
ticles with wave vectors near the roton minimum satisfy
the sufficient criterion (34) for steerability, while this is
not the case for contact interactions. Therefore, we con-
clude that compared to a gas with solely repulsive con-
tact interactions, the DDI Bose gas system displays an
enhanced potential for the presence of steering in the
bipartite quantum state of quasiparticle pairs resulting
from the quench. This enhancement is generally robust
against thermal noise, and variation of the difference be-
tween the initial and final speeds of sound as well as of
the quench rate.
One notices from Fig. 7 that there is an exceptional
point where the upper and the lower envelopes cross.
At this point, the normalized density-density correla-
tion functions are equal to unity in the zero temperature
limit. This requires that the Bogoliubov coefficient βk(τ)
vanishes, implying that for these momenta there are no
quasiparticles created. This, in turn, is due to the fact
that the interaction energy Ak(τ) in (18) equals zero,
and thus the spectrum is time-independent. Vanishing
Ak(τ) is due to the fact that the Fourier transform of the
interaction V 2Dint,0(k) in (13) crosses zero for a certain mo-
mentum when R > 23
√
pi/2 (i.e., when gd,0 > gc,0 [42]).
The phenomenon just described does not happen for con-
tact interactions, where the Fourier transform is simply
a constant, so that βk is non-zero for all momenta.
Let us, finally, note from Fig. 7 that the maxima of the
upper envelopes at the roton minimum are very large,
and that the momentum range for the lower envelopes
to satisfy the steerability criterion is relatively narrow.
Hence, care in choosing the appropriate measurement
time τm and appropriate momentum k needs to be exer-
cised, to reliably judge whether in a given experiment the
created quasiparticles satisfy the entanglement criteria.
V. CONCLUSION
We have studied the production of quasiparticle pairs
in a quasi-two-dimensional dipolar condensate undergo-
ing a rapid temporal variation of its speed of sound, and
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focused on criteria using the experimentally accessible
density-density correlation function [24], to determine
the nonseparability and steerability of the final quasi-
particle state. As demonstrated in Figs. 5, 6 and 7, the
DDI between the gas particles significantly enhances the
potential for the creation of entanglement (nonsepara-
bility and steering), being established between quasipar-
ticle modes k and −k. We conclude that the dipolar
two-body interaction leads to increased quantum corre-
lations, as encoded in the bipartite continuous-variable
state of quasiparticles created by a quench.
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